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Natural resource revenues differ from other government revenues both in their time proﬁle, and in
their political and legal status: they are volatile and exhaustible, and belong to all citizens of the
country in which they are located. This paper discusses the theory of natural resource revenues and
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1. Introduction
Resource rents are the closest we have to manna from heaven.
They represent unearned income and provide a government with
a potential source of revenue that should be easy to collect,
enabling greater expenditures on behalf of citizens for a given tax
burden. But natural resources are hard to manage. From the
establishment of a productive resource sector, through the
income ﬂows to government and, ﬁnally, ﬁscal expenditures,
resource revenues in practice are rarely uncontroversial.
This paper focuses on hydrocarbons and minerals and picks up
the question from the point at which revenues start to ﬂow to the
government.2 Along with commodity prices, these revenues have
risen dramatically since the early 2000s, making all the more
urgent the question of how to spend them. I review both the
theory of optimal expenditure and existing practices, with a focus
on the extent to which, and the mechanisms by which, citizens of
resource-producing countries beneﬁt from their resources.
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Other natural resources, such as ﬁsheries and agriculture, differ in their
ownership structure and productive structure, and are not discussed here.

Resource revenues almost invariably ﬂow through government
budgets on their way to citizens. Their management is therefore a
part of ﬁscal policy more broadly. But there are two features of
resource revenues that set them apart from general revenues.
First, their time proﬁle is distinctive: revenues are volatile, driven
largely by the volatility of commodity prices, and they are, in
principle, temporary owing to resource exhaustibility. Exhaustibility is often over-stated, however, as exploration and improved
technology can lead to increases in recoverable stocks. For
instance, global proven reserves of oil have increased every year
but one since 1980.3 Nonetheless, since new discoveries are often
in different locations from existing production, individual countries often do face exhaustibility.
The second unique feature of resource revenues is their ownership: all citizens have an equal claim on them. Moreover, unlike
taxes that are raised on individuals and businesses in the
economy, resource revenues have not been appropriated from
anyone. In this sense resource revenues are distributed, but not redistributed. Citizens of resource-rich countries typically know this
and have a strong sense of entitlement to their resources, a
sentiment sometimes known as resource nationalism. As I discuss
below, in many countries this has the unfortunate effect of
lending support to inefﬁcient and regressive fuel subsidies.
3
1990 is the exception; data from BP Statistical Review [www.bp.com/
statisticalreview].
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A large literature exists on the ‘‘resource curse,’’ the proposition that a large resource sector has adverse effects on a country’s
economy, politics and institutions. Reviews of this topic exist (e.g.,
Ploeg 2011) and I refer to these issues only to the extent that they
are directly relevant to the question at hand. One strand of this
literature that is pertinent to the present topic concerns the
frequency with which resource revenues are wasted, mis-used,
or lost to corruption. Karl (1997) argued that a large resource
sector is itself likely to produce poor institutions of government.
This has been contested by Haber and Menaldo (2011) who ﬁnd,
using time series data, that resource wealth does not cause poor
political or institutional outcomes, but their results have in turn
been contested by Andersen et al. (2011). Be this as it may,
solving the larger question of systematic mis-use of resources
involves ﬁxing political systems and institutions, which is beyond
the scope of this paper.
One motivation for this paper is that in discussions of resource
rents there often emerge powerful intuitions that have little
rational grounding. For instance, many citizens of oil producers
believe that there is something undesirable about importing fuel.
It is common for Mexicans and Iranians, for example, to object to
the fact that their countries import reﬁned oil products despite
their substantial exports of crude oil. To an economist this
reaction is irrational: if foreigners can reﬁne their oil more
cheaply, then the imports are preferable. Oil reﬁneries are
unlikely to produce high value added for the investment required,
and while they may provide some domestic external linkages,
there is no reason to think they are preferable to other industries
in this respect. Moreover, they are much worse than many other
industries in providing jobs, being highly capital intensive, and
are therefore particularly unhelpful in low- or middle-income
countries that are richer in labour than in capital.
Another strong intuition often expressed is that there is
something immoral about living off rents without having to work.
Kuwaiti nationals, for example, could easily afford to live off their
oil rents without working; some interpret their system of public
employment as enabling just this. There may be good reasons for
recipients of rent to work even if they do not have to, but I take
the view that it is unrealistic and, indeed, patronising to advise
them not to spend their wealth on leisure if they choose to do so.
As I discuss below, however, the Kuwaiti system as it stands is
certainly inefﬁcient, regardless of any moral judgement on it.
The next section sets the stage by clarifying the concept of
resource rents and discussing resource ownership. Section 3
discusses the intertemporal management of resource revenue.
Since there exists a sizeable literature on the topic the section is
relatively short, but I locate international experiences within the
theory and highlight some common misperceptions. Section 4 is
the core of the paper and discusses the distribution of resource
revenues in theory and in practice. Section 5 concludes.

2. Resource rents and ownership
The twentieth century saw a dramatic reorientation of
resource ownership rights. First, the principle that subsoil
resources are owned by governments as opposed to private
landowners was settled in almost all countries (private land in
the US being the only major exception), with private agents
gaining access to them through regulated contracts of various
kinds (Mommer, 2002). More dramatically, decolonisation led to
an assertion of the rights of developing country governments and
a massive swing in bargaining power in their favour, away from
the international mining companies and their rich-country owners that had dominated the industry. The development of national
oil and mining companies was part of this trend.

This shift in power from mining companies to producer
governments is the original sense of resource nationalism: the
understanding that resources belong to the country in which they
are located, and should be used to beneﬁt that country.
This principle has now been codiﬁed in numerous international
human rights treaties (Wenar, 2007, p. 14). Both the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights state in their
Article 1 that ‘‘All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose
of their natural wealth and resources.’’ 151 countries have
adopted at least one of these treaties.
In practice, resource nationalism meant a rising share of total
resource revenues going to national governments as opposed to
international mining companies. So how much should a government expect to receive from its resources?
For clariﬁcation it should be noted that the term resource
revenues is ambiguous. The broader sense refers to the total
revenues due to natural resources – essentially the volume of
the resource extracted times the international price – which have
to cover actual costs (described below, and including exploration
and any other ex-ante costs) as well as income ﬂowing to the
government. The narrower sense of resource revenues refers only
to the revenues that ﬂow to the government, after costs have been
paid, and which are available for government spending. When
there is any ambiguity I will refer to the former as total revenues
and the latter as government revenues.
Theoretically, government revenues should be equal to the
resource rents. Rents are deﬁned as the payment to a factor of
production over and above the sum necessary to induce it to do
its work (Wessel, 1967, p. 1222). Considering a natural resource
as a factor of production, any payment that remains after costs of
extraction have been paid will be sufﬁcient to ‘induce it to do its
work’ because it has no opportunity cost—left in the ground, the
resource cannot produce economic value.4 This calculation
assumes that the costs paid are competitive: if some party
involved in extraction is being paid more than their competitive
price then they are receiving some of the resource rents that
should theoretically accrue to the resource owner.
While governments should receive resource rents in theory, in
practice it is very difﬁcult to identify what counts as resource
rents because it is very difﬁcult to specify precisely how much the
relevant costs should be. Costs of extraction arise from the
employment of land, labour and capital, embodying human
capital and technology. These are typically provided by the
mining company that is contracted by the government or, in the
case of national mining companies, may be owned by the
government. They must also include the costs of exploration,
which build in the risk of ﬁnding no resources. But all these costs
vary over time. Moreover, mining companies require at least a
normal return to their capital over time, but will put up with large
swings over the cycles of rising and falling prices. That is, what
may appear an excessively high return on capital in one period
may be making up for very low returns in the past or future, and
vice versa.
For these reasons there is no a priori way to determine how
much of total resource revenues count as rents. The only practical
way to ensure that governments receive the rents they are due is
to ensure that the processes by which contracts are awarded are
competitive and transparent. When they are, competition
between companies will bid down what they charge and bid up
the amount received by the government. If the process is fair,

4
If resource extraction has negative environmental or social effects then they
should also count as a cost, to be internalised by the government, and theoretically
would therefore come out of rents.
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then one may even say that whatever the government gets
after such a bidding process counts, by deﬁnition, as the rents,
because the process has revealed what the correct (competitive)
costs are.5

3

Revenues

BIH
3. When to spend it: Revenue smoothing and saving

PI

The intertemporal expenditure of resource revenues demands
particular attention for two reasons: ﬁrst, revenues tend to be
highly volatile, reﬂecting the volatility of commodity prices.
Second, they are in principle exhaustible and in many cases will
be expected to run out in the foreseeable future.
The volatility of resource revenues is driven primarily by the
volatility of commodity prices. The standard intertemporal economic model of consumption, based on the assumption of
diminishing marginal returns to income, implies that it is optimal
to consume the same amount each period, requiring saving in
periods of high revenues and dissaving (or borrowing) in periods
of low revenues. The notion of smoothing does not take into
account macroeconomic cycles, however, and standard macroeconomic analysis suggests that ﬁscal policy should still be
counter-cyclical where possible. Thus the point is not exactly to
smooth expenditures, but rather to vary total expenditures
according to macroeconomic needs, and not according to the
level of current resource revenues.
There are also important practical reasons to avoid expenditure volatility. These are due to frictions both in the economy and
in government expenditures, which imply that expenditure volatility can have real costs. Economic frictions imply that a rise in
expenditures may lead to bottlenecks as productive resources
(labour and capital) cannot move quickly enough to fulﬁl all new
demands, causing inﬂation in sectors with shortages. Conversely,
a decline in expenditure will lead to unemployment and idle
capacity.
Frictions in government expenditures, both bureaucratic and
due to political pressures, imply that when revenues fall it is
difﬁcult to make expenditure cuts, or to impose cuts in private
consumption. This is likely to lead to ﬁscal and/or current account
deﬁcits and, over time, to unsustainable debts. This was the
experience of Zambia from the mid-1970s through the 1980s,
when national expenditures did not adjust to declining copper
revenues, leading to crises in the late 1980s (Adam and Simpasa,
2009). All of these problems can be mitigated by effective
smoothing of revenues.
The difﬁculty with smoothing is that it requires an estimate of
the long-run value of revenues, which in turn requires estimating
the long-run commodity price (as well as extraction costs). This is
impossible to do with certainty. Chile takes two different
approaches for two different minerals, the revenues of which
are managed in its Fund for Social and Economic Stabilization. Its
major export, copper, has comprised 14–21% of GDP as value
added since 2005, while government revenues due to the
resource are 1.7–5.7% of GDP, or 9–22% of total government
revenue. Chile employs a panel of experts to estimate the longrun price of copper in order to smooth the expenditure of these
revenues. For revenues from molybdenum, a much smaller
export, Chile takes the moving average of the monthly prices for
the past four years (Fuentes, 2009). The government successfully
saved much of the rise in copper revenues after 2003 despite
popular pressure to spend them, on the basis of the judgement
that they might be temporary. In retrospect, commodity prices

remained very high so it appears that this was unduly pessimistic.
But, rightly or wrongly, the mechanism did appear to work as a
constraint on government.
The question of saving revenues for the future is somewhat
different from short-term smoothing. The intertemporal economic model referred to above is also known as the permanent
income (PI) approach, and this highlights the second standard
recommendation for revenue management: that revenues due to
an exhaustible resource should be saved, with only their permanent or annuity value spent each year. A still more conservative
approach than this is the bird-in-hand (BIH) rule, which states that
all revenues should go into a fund, and that current consumption
should come only from the real return to that fund. Under BIH it is
therefore the real return to already-extracted resources, as
opposed to the expected real return on the value of the entire
resource stock, that is spent. Therefore once the resource is
exhausted BIH collapses to the PI rule, but expenditures start off
lower than under PI and on a rising path, levelling out only once
the resource is exhausted. The two paths are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The BIH rule underlies Norway’s ﬁscal rule for oil revenues,
under which all of the net cash ﬂow from the extraction of
petroleum is saved in the Government Pension Fund—Global in
order to ﬁnance pensions in the future. Since 2005 oil and gas
production have comprised 19–25% of GDP as value added, of
which government revenues from the sector comprised 4–6% of
GDP, and 7–10% of total ﬁscal revenues. The ﬁscal rule states that
for current expenditures, only ‘‘the expected return on the fund can
be used. The expected real rate of return on the fund is estimated
at 4%. This means that the ﬁscal budget can be settled with a deﬁcit
corresponding to this rate of return.’’6 In practice, however, this
rule has been breached in most years (Jafarov and Leigh, 2007).
Intuitively it seems prudent to save the capital due to resource
revenues for the future, while spending only the sustainable
permanent return on that capital in each period. Barnett and
Ossowski (2003, p. 47) put this viewpoint when they state that
‘‘The long-run challenge for ﬁscal policyy reﬂecting a concern for
intergenerational equity, should be met by targeting a ﬁscal
policy that preserves government wealth—appropriately deﬁned,
inter alia, to include oil.’’ Similarly, Ploeg and Anthony J (2011b),
p. 2 write, ‘‘The fundamental economic problem faced by resource
rich economies is how to transform sub-soil assets into a portfolio
of other assets – human capital, domestic physical capital (both
private and public), and perhaps also foreign ﬁnancial assets –
that yield a continuing ﬂow of income to citizens.’’ The argument

5
Radon (2007) discusses the challenges faced by resource-rich countries in
negotiating with oil companies, while Johnston (2007) describes how to analyse
the terms of a contract.

6
Statistics Norway webpage, ‘‘Focus on Public Finances—Petroleum revenue’’,
http://www.ssb.no/off_ﬁnans_en/read_more.html.

Time
Fig. 1. Alternative expenditure proﬁles.
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that an exhaustible resource should not be consumed but should
be transformed into an income-yielding asset is appealing.
However, this standard view is not in fact optimal even under
the assumptions of the permanent income approach, because it
neglects economic growth. If it is optimal to smooth consumption
over time, including across generations, then the fact that people
will be richer in the future implies that people today should be
consuming more of the ﬁnite resource revenues than people in
the future. Moreover, while at ﬁrst blush it may seem unfair for
current generations to consume the value of ﬁnite natural assets,
they will in any case leave most of their physical assets to future
generations, in the form of the capital stock. Hence intergenerational equity, a core principle of sustainable development (e.g.,
Jordan, 2008), demands that current generations consume more
of ﬁnite resources than richer generations in the future. Indeed,
Ploeg et al., (2011) estimate optimal consumption for Ghana
under the assumption of productivity growth of a very modest
0.5% per year and ﬁnd that it implies that not only should all oil
revenues be spent as they come in, but that in the short term the
country should be borrowing over and above those revenues to
increase current consumption. They point out that imperfect
capital markets and uncertainty about growth make it unlikely
that such a strategy could be pursued. But that makes it no less
optimal under the PI approach.
When we drop the assumption of a representative agent then
this argument becomes even stronger for countries with signiﬁcant levels of poverty. If our social welfare function is sensitive to
absolute poverty, and we expect that growth will lift people
above this poverty line in the future, then spending resource
revenues on poverty reduction in the short term is likely to be
optimal.
Supposing that some share of resource revenues are to be
saved, what should it be invested in? Standard economic advice,
typically given by the IMF, favours the use of sovereign wealth
funds (SWFs), like those of Norway or Chile, that invest abroad in
a variety of ﬁnancial instruments. The advantage of investing
abroad is that the returns to a SWF are supposed to be uncorrelated with most shocks that hit the country.7 So while a decline in
copper prices will reduce Chile’s copper revenues, it should not
adversely affect the real return accruing to its fund. This strategy
has recently been challenged, however, on the basis of various
real-world market imperfections. For instance, if the international
interest rate faced by the country is rising in its level of debt, then
it may be optimal to spend some share of resource revenues
reducing that debt (Ploeg and Anthony J (2011a)). Furthermore,
many developing countries may achieve higher social returns by
investing domestically in infrastructure, public goods, education,
and other public services than by investing abroad (also discussed
by Collier et al., 2009).8 This is partly because the positive spillovers of such investments can imply that their total return to the
country is higher than just the direct ﬁnancial return. Bremer
et al. (2012) model these arguments under uncertainty, additionally accounting for precautionary saving, and give illustrative
calibrations for Norway, Ghana and Iraq—though they ignore
economic growth so their resulting optimizations probably imply
too much saving.
While domestic investment might indeed give higher returns
than a SWF, in practice there remains the risk of inefﬁciency.
Robinson and Torvik (2005) discuss examples of expensive
investments in ‘‘white elephant’’ projects that, they argue, should

7
‘‘Supposed to be’’ because in the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008–2009 almost all
asset classes, including stock markets and commodities, declined at the same
time.
8
This research is part of the background to the Natural Resource Charter, an
organisation set up to establish norms and guidelines for resource rich countries.

be understood as clientelistic payments by politicians to their
supporters. Also, as mentioned above, bottlenecks may imply
limited absorptive capacity, where too much investment may
lead to inﬂation rather than increased output; Berg et al. (2012)
suggest a gradualist approach to increasing public investment.
Clearly, domestic investment should always be subject to thorough cost-beneﬁt analysis to minimize these risks. But the point
remains that there is no reason to assume that investment in
international ﬁnancial instruments will be optimal.

4. How to spend it: The distribution of resource revenues
When resource revenues are spent, how are they spent? Who
beneﬁts from them? The distribution of resource revenues across
the economy deserves special attention for the political–legal
reason that citizens typically view them differently from other
sources of tax revenue. It follows from the earlier deﬁnition of
rents that no individual citizen or group of citizens have a special
claim to them. All citizens have an equal claim, and for this reason
they often have strong feelings of entitlement to their resources
and the revenues they provide.
It should be noted that resource revenues have a general
equilibrium effect on incomes almost independently of the
speciﬁcs of how they are distributed. When national income rises
due to the resource, demand rises for both tradable and nontradable goods and services. This rise in demand for nontradables causes Dutch Disease, or a rise in the real exchange
rate.9 This is usually lamented as causing a loss in competitiveness of non-resource exports, including manufacturing. However,
what is rarely appreciated is the fact that manufacturing becomes
uncompetitive only because the payments to domestic factors of
production, such as wages, have risen. So it occurs only if citizens
have become richer.10
To illustrate, the rise in demand for non-tradables might imply
a rise in demand for construction and transport. This will raise
real wages in these sectors, and workers that were producing
tradable manufactured goods (whose prices have not risen in
terms of international currency) will be attracted away from the
factory and into construction or transport. The factory owner
cannot afford the higher real wage to keep the workers because
he has to compete with imported manufactured goods, so he
produces less, and marginal producers will go out of business.
This is bad for the factory owner, but good for the workers who
have got higher-paid jobs elsewhere, and also good for business
owners in the non-traded sectors.
Despite the general equilibrium impact of resource revenues,
ﬁscal expenditures are the most important means through which
citizens beneﬁt from their natural resources. As already discussed,
resource revenues are distributed, but not redistributed. However,
Segal (2012) considers the ‘redistribution’ of resource revenues
from the baseline of resource entitlements: the idea that every
citizen has a right to their per capita share of their country’s
resource rents. On this basis one can use the term redistribution of
resource revenues in the following way. If a policy implies that
one subset of citizens beneﬁts from the ﬁscal system by less than
9
The economic processes underlying these changes are examined in a tradetheoretic context by Corden and J. Peter (1982) and using duality theory by Neary
(1988).
10
One legitimate concern is that a decline in manufacturing may be bad for
future economic growth, inducing the ‘Resource curse’ (Wijnbergen 1984, Sachs
and Warner 1995, 1997). However, this proposition has been contested by
research that has found no association between resource wealth and economic
growth, or found that it depends on the quality of institutions in the country (Ding
and Field 2005, Stijns 2005, Mehlum et al. 2006, Boschini et al. 2007,
Brunnschweiler 2007, Brunnschweiler and Bulte 2008).
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their population share of revenues, and another by more, this can
be considered a redistribution away from the former and to the
latter, relative to their resource entitlements.
Such redistribution can be signiﬁcantly regressive in practice,
as Segal (2012) ﬁnds in the case of Mexico. Since 2005 hydrocarbon revenues received by the government have comprised
7.9–10.5% of GDP and 31–41% of government revenue. Mexico’s
ﬁscal system is progressive at ﬁrst glance: poorer households
receive more in beneﬁts (including beneﬁts in kind such as health
and education services) than they pay in taxes, and vice versa for
richer households. But if one makes the assumption that every
Mexican citizen starts off entitled to her or his per capita share of
government oil revenues, ofﬁcial government estimates imply
that it is regressive: in 2008 households in the bottom 90% of the
income distribution received net beneﬁts worth less than their
share of oil revenues, while those in the top 10% received more.
That is, the net effect of Mexico’s ﬁscal system was to transfer oil
entitlements from the bottom 90% to the richest 10%.
Chile provides a different example of a group beneﬁting disproportionately from resource revenues. While it is widely praised
for its intertemporal revenue management, its expenditure policies
are still shaking off the remnants of the military dictatorship of
Augusto Pinochet that was formally ended in 1989. Until 2012, the
‘‘Copper Reserve Law’’ dictated that the military receive 10% of the
export revenues of the National Copper Corporation Codelco, with
these expenditures under the sole control of the chiefs of the armed
forces. This gave the military effective independence from democratic rule. Moreover, these funds were covered by secrecy laws and
were not subject to government oversight until President Michelle
Bachelet brought in transparency legislation in 2008. Even since
then, the military has been reluctant to submit to civilian transparency laws.11 Bachelet’s government later initiated attempts to
overturn the Reserve Law, and it was ﬁnally repealed in early
2012. Even so, the current government of President Sebastian Piñera
has retained a high and binding ﬂoor on the military budget.12
A common way to pass resource rents on to citizens is to use
them to substitute for existing taxes. Bornhorst et al., (2009) ﬁnd
that on average countries tend to reduce the collection of nonresource revenues (both taxes and other sources of income) by
0.2 percentage points of GDP for every 1 percentage point of GDP
they receive in resource revenues. The beneﬁts of lower taxes accrue
to individuals according to how their own tax burden declines.
Eliminating taxation altogether, for instance, is not a distributionneutral policy if the taxes being eliminated are not distributionneutral. Where taxes are or would be relatively progressive, a
proportionally-uniform tax reduction is regressive, and vice versa.
In the remainder of this section I discuss the expenditure side of
ﬁscal policy. I consider two common routes through which governments channel resource rents to citizens, namely fuel subsidies and
public employment, and compare them with policies that involve
more direct means of distributing resource revenues.

4.1. Fuel subsidies
Fuel subsidies are a common and very popular policy in
hydrocarbon-rich countries, where the population typically feels
a sense of entitlement to hydrocarbons. Baig et al. (2007) ﬁnd that
11
Defence Minister Jaime Ravinet resigned from his post on the 13th January
2011 amid controversy over his refusal to submit to transparency requests
regarding the military’s acquisition of a temporary bridge in the Bio Bio region,
where the military had chosen a $16 million bid from a US company over a $14
million bid from a British company (Johnson, 2011).
12
This has been widely reported in the Chilean press, for instance: www.
biobiochile.cl/2012/01/11/camara-de-diputados-aprueba-proyecto-que-derogaley-reservada-del-cobre.shtml/.
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net oil exporters tend to pass through much less of fuel price rises
to consumers than net fuel importers. For gasoline, kerosene and
diesel they ﬁnd that net oil exporters passed through only 0.46,
0.43 and 0.7 times the rise in international prices between 2003
and 2006. These compare with 1.09, 0.91 and 1.15, respectively,
for net oil importers.
The popularity of fuel subsidies is not deserved, however: they
are both highly inefﬁcient, and in most cases they are also
regressive. Their inefﬁciency is easy to see if one considers the
simple experiment of exchanging $1 of fuel subsidy for a cash
transfer of $1. With the cash one can choose to spend the $1 on
fuel, in which case one is in the same position as with the subsidy.
But one can also choose to spend some share of the $1 on
something else. So the fuel subsidy implies forced expenditure
on fuel as opposed to on other goods and services that might be
preferred. This inefﬁciency applies to both consumption of fuel,
and when it is used as an intermediate input to production: both
consumption and production will be skewed to an over-use of
fuel relative to other goods or services.
The same thought experiment also implies that the correct
deﬁnition of a subsidy is any policy that leads to the ﬁnal cost
being lower than the marginal social opportunity cost of the
resource: the argument applies as long as the price is below this
level. For an exporter this will typically be the international price
at which they could sell the resource, and not the marginal cost of
production.13
The costs of subsidies can be very high. In Mexico in 2008 they
rose to 1.8% of GDP (Segal, 2011b). For 2005 Coady et al. (2006)
estimated them at 12.7% in Azerbaijan, 3.1% in Bolivia, 3.6% in
Ecuador, 4.1% in Egypt, 3.2% in Indonesia, 5.8% in Jordan, and 9.2%
in Yemen, 9.2%.14 Fattouh and El-Katiri (2012) discuss the role of
subsidies in Arab states.
In addition to being inefﬁcient, fuel subsidies also tend to be
regressive because richer people tend to spend a higher share of
their incomes on fuel, largely because richer people are more likely
to own cars. In Mexico in 2006, for instance, over 70% of the beneﬁts
of fuel subsidies went to the top 30% of the population. In 2008,
however, while still absolutely regressive, ofﬁcial estimates implied
that they were not regressive in relative terms (Segal, 2011b).
The distributional impact depends to some extent on which fuels
are subsidized. Kerosene, for instance, tends to be used more by the
poor than by the rich, whereas the opposite is true for gasoline. Coady
et al. (2006, p. 16) estimate that the share of total fuel subsidies
received by the bottom 40% is always below 40%, implying they are
absolutely regressive. Moroever, in Bolivia, Mali and Sri Lanka richer
quintiles spend a higher share of their income on fuel, suggesting that
subsidies are also relatively regressive in these countries.
The popularity of fuel subsidies is presumably based on the
assumption that the elimination of fuel subsidies will not be
compensated through other ﬁscal means: citizens appear to
assume that ﬁscal savings will be lost to waste or corruption.
Indonesia in 1998 and Venezuela in 1989 faced riots when the
government attempted to raise the price of gasoline. A recent
attempt by the Bolivian government to reduce subsidies ended in
failure, the policy withdrawn in the face of widespread protests
(Mapstone and Schipani, 2011). Other countries, however, have
had more success in explaining the beneﬁts of reform to their
populations (Bacon and Kojima, 2006). Below I discuss Iran’s
ongoing efforts in this area.

13

Coady et al. (2006) demonstrate this point using economic theory.
Note that these ﬁgures are costs to the government, but do not represent
the value of lost GDP due to the inefﬁciency of subsidies. The net loss in value is
smaller because, while $1 spent on fuel subsidies is worth less to a household than
$1 in cash, it is nonetheless worth signiﬁcantly more than nothing.
14
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Are subsidies always a bad way to spend money? There are two
potential arguments in favour of subsidies, but neither applies to fuel.
The ﬁrst applies to goods or services with a positive externality, such
as investment in technology. Since fuel consumption has strong
negative externalities due to environmental pollution, this argument
certainly cannot be used to justify fuel subsidies. On the contrary, the
negative externalities justify taxation rather than subsidy, and this
partly explains why so many fuel importers impose taxes on fuel.
The second potential argument is that a subsidy can be a second
best redistribution: if we want to distribute income to a subset of the
population, but targeting them directly with cash transfers is costly,
then subsidizing some good that they use a lot of can be a form of
indirect redistribution. This may apply to subsidizing basic foodstuffs as a poverty-reduction strategy. If the rich consume a larger
absolute quantity of the subsidized good then the subsidy will
remain regressive in the absolute sense, but it will be progressive in
the relative sense as long as they spend a lower share of their
income on it than do the poor. Again, however, this does not apply
to fuel: we saw that fuel subsidies tend to be regressive in both
absolute and relative terms.
4.2. Public employment
A second common way to spend resource revenues is through
employment creation, including public employment. Karl (1997,
p. 27) argues that ‘‘programs of employment creation’’ were a
signiﬁcant part of the reaction of Latin American oil exporters to
the rise in oil prices in the 1970s, and that ‘‘in each country,
middle classes made up of state employees, small shopkeepers,
and skilled laborers grew rapidly, fostered by oil-fuelled economic
dynamism.’’ El-Katiri et al. (2011) argue that Kuwait uses public
employment and public pensions as the primary means of
distributing resource rents to the population. A job in the public
sector is guaranteed to Kuwaiti nationals and comes with attractive salaries and beneﬁt packages, explaining the fact that 91% of
the Kuwaiti national labour force works in the public sector, while
98% of private sector jobs are occupied by non-Kuwaitis.
There is a wide-spread perception that jobs so created tend to be
unproductive, though measuring public sector productivity, where
output does not have a market price, is extremely difﬁcult. In private
discussions observers of Kuwait, including Kuwaiti nationals, often
claim (and complain) that many Kuwaiti public employees do
essentially nothing in return for their wage. Morality aside, the
problem with distributing rents through unproductive public
employment is that it has a high opportunity cost: people who
could be doing productive work elsewhere are attracted into
unproductive public sector jobs because of the beneﬁts they receive,
funded by oil rents. Individuals do not have the option of working
productively while also receiving their full share of resource rents,
because in order to receive the rents they have to spend ofﬁce hours
doing an unproductive job. Effectively, they face the following
choice: be unproductive in the public sector and be rewarded with
oil rents, or be productive in the private sector and not be rewarded
with oil rents. It would be more efﬁcient to give citizens their wage,
or their share of rents, unconditionally and allow them to take up
another, productive, job in the private sector—which is one justiﬁcation for direct revenue distribution, a policy I discuss below.
Another example is Mexico’s reﬁneries, owned and run by the
national oil company Pemex. These reﬁneries are among the least
efﬁcient in the world, partly because they employ six times the
number of people as US reﬁneries of comparable size and
complexity, without higher levels of production.15 It appears that
15
These data are from proprietary surveys produced by Salomon and are not
publicly available. The author owes this information to Adrián Lajous.

most of these employees are not being productive, but political
pressures and the strength of the Pemex union preclude any
reduction in the workforce.
4.3. Direct distribution
The conceptually-simplest way to distribute resource revenues
to the population is as an equal, universal and unconditional cash
transfer. Such a policy, also known as a Resource Dividend, has
several advantages.16 First, since all citizens receive their per
capita share of government resource revenues we can be sure that
the distribution of the beneﬁts of these revenues is fair: all
citizens receive their resource entitlement by default.
While this implies that the resource dividend is not explicitly a
poverty reduction scheme, Segal (2011a) ﬁnds that it would have a
large impact on poverty: if all developing countries globally adopted
it, then global poverty at the PPP$1-a-day line would be better-than
halved. Even in some countries that are not particularly resource rich
but have a lot of poverty, such as India where resource rents comprise
around 5% of GDP, poverty would be approximately halved. Such a
policy may therefore be a component of a poverty reduction strategy.
Moreover, such a universal scheme may even be more effective at
reducing poverty than a targeted scheme because targeted beneﬁts
often fail to reach their intended recipients.
Second, a resource dividend is the easiest form of expenditure
to make transparent: once the media and population know the
total quantity of resource revenues, and the size of the population, they know how much each individual should receive. It
makes it very easy for citizens to know if they are receiving their
due, and such transparency is likely to reduce ‘leakage’, or theft of
revenues before they reach their intended recipients.17
Third, removing revenues from government expenditure budgets
eliminates some standard mechanisms of corruption such as overbidding for contracts. Finally, unlike the salaries paid to unproductive
workers discussed above, or targeted beneﬁts that are conditional on
low income, a resource dividend is not distortionary in the economic
sense: since it is unconditional, it does not give any incentive for
inefﬁcient or unproductive behaviour.
Direct distribution may also mitigate some of the risks of
resource wealth. For instance, Gelb (1988, p. 17) write that ‘‘a
large rent component in national income, if not rapidly and
widely dispersed across the population, is liable to divert scarce
entrepreneurial talent away from commodity production into
‘rent-seeking’ activities.’’ By rapidly and widely dispersing rents,
direct distribution may reduce the risk of rent seeking.
It increases the risk, however, that the government may not be
able to raise the tax revenues required to provide optimal levels
of expenditure on infrastructure, public goods and public services.
Baunsgaard and Keen (2005) ﬁnd that developing countries that
reduce trade tariffs are usually unable to fully compensate the
lost revenue through other taxes, suggesting that governments
face constraints in how much tax they can raise. In this case,
keeping resource revenues on the government budget removes a
potentially-costly constraint.
I now examine three policies that are forms of direct distribution, in Bolivia, Iran, and the US state of Alaska.
4.3.1. Bolivia: Bonosol and Renta Dignidad
Bolivia’s primary export is gas, and hydrocarbon revenues
have ranged between 26 and 42% of total government revenues
16
The following discussion draws on Segal (2011a), which also traces the
history of the idea. Moss (2011) discusses the idea in the context of existing cash
transfer schemes in developing countries, and is part of a project at the Center for
Global Development on direct distribution.
17
Gauthier (2006).
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in the last 5 years, while the hydrocarbon sector has comprised
between 5.0 and 6.5% of GDP. The Renta Dignidad scheme is a
universal pension funded by hydrocarbons, begun in 2008,
which developed from the Bono Solidario, or Bonosol, created in
the mid-1990s. Bonosol was created as part of the privatizations
(referred to as ‘‘capitalization’’) of major national companies,
including the national hydrocarbon company YPFB, and other
reforms implemented by President Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada
over 1993–1997. It was intended as a mechanism for distributing the proceeds of the privatizations to the population, and was
implemented at least partly to reduce political opposition.
As Whitehead (1997, pp. 15–16) puts it, ‘‘the capitalization
formula was evidently designed withypolitical economy constraints in mind’’.
Bonosol was a pension of 1800 Bolivianos (currently about
US$260) a year, paid to all citizens over the age of 65 who had
already reached age 21 by the end of 1995. Thus it was not
conceptualized as a universal pension based on the inherent
merits of such a beneﬁt, but rather as compensation for the sale
of a national asset. It was correspondingly aimed only at those
Bolivians who were adults by the time of the privatizations, and
would expire with those Bolivians.
Its actual lifetime was considerably shorter still, however. It
was initially paid in only one year, 1997, before Sánchez de
Lozada’s successor, President Hugo Banzer, declared it unaffordable. On his return to the presidency Sánchez de Losada
attempted to bring it back in 2003 but was unable to ﬁnance it
as originally planned owing to continuing poor returns from the
capital raised through the privatizations. Nonetheless, by getting
money from alternative sources it continued to be paid through to
2007 (Müller, 2009).
Bonosol was ofﬁcially dropped in 2008 by the government of
Evo Morales, to be replaced by the new Renta Dignidad. Renta is
also a universal pension, but it differs from Bonosol in several key
respects. First, unlike Bonosol it is conceptualized as a universal
pension with no projected sunset period, and is explicitly linked
to hydrocarbons rather than privatizations. It is ﬁnanced by a
ﬁxed share (30%) of the Impuesto Directo a los Hidrocarburos (IDH),
or Direct Hydrocarbon Tax. It is described by the Bolivian Ministry
of Autonomy (2008a), Bolivian Ministry of Economy and Public
Finance (2008b), in implicit contrast to (and criticism of) Bonosol,
as follows: ‘‘It is the concrete result of the nationalization of our
natural resources. These resources now go directly to the hands of
those who most need them. It is a sustainable measure that does
not represent the privatization of national companies nor the loss
of our natural wealth and patrimony.’’
Second, it lowers the age at which Bolivians start to receive it
from 65 to 60. Third, the payment remained the same for those
who have some other source of pension in addition, but was
raised by 25% to Bs2400 (about US$340 or PPP$86018) per year for
those with no other pension. A further important practical
difference is that Bonosol had to be collected from branch ofﬁces
of the pension scheme, which entailed signiﬁcant collection costs
for many poor people living far from urban areas, while the Renta
Dignidad is also distributed by ﬁxed and mobile military units
(Müller, 2009, p. 168).
Renta Dignidad cost 1.4% of GDP in 2008 and 1.5% in 2009
(IMF, 2010, p. 6). Poverty was reported to have been reduced by
4.8 percentage points in 2008, but systematic analyses of the
impact of the policy on poverty and inequality do not yet seem to
be available. However, the payment is larger in magnitude than

the World Bank’s PPP$2-a-day international poverty line and
would be expected to have a signiﬁcant impact on poverty.19
4.3.2. Iran: Subsidies and direct distribution
Iran is a major producer of oil. Oil revenues provided about
70% of ﬁscal revenues over 2006–2009 and 18–22% of GDP (IMF
2010, p. 20). Fuel and other goods have been heavily subsidized,
with the price of a litre of gasoline only about 10 US cents in
recent years. However, in January 2010 the Parliament passed a
bill to phase out these and other subsidies, phased in over 5 years,
planning to partly replace them with universal cash transfers to
the population. On 20 December 2010 the subsidies were cut,
with petrol prices nearly quadrupling to 38 US cents per litre.
Households were given a one-off cash payment of about US$80
each, and since then all Iranians living in the country have
been entitled to, and nearly all receive, a monthly cash transfer
worth about $45 per person from the government (Tabatabai,
2011a,b).
One motivation given for the proposed cash transfer was to
make it politically easier to withdraw the subsidies: it was
‘‘justiﬁed and popularly perceived as a means of compensating
the population for the loss of subsidies to which they have
become accustomed. Many Iranians view cheap fuel as a beneﬁt
to which they are entitled as a major oil-producing nation, and
the metamorphosis from price subsidies to cash subsidies is seen
as merely a change of form in that entitlement.’’ (Tabatabai,
2011a, p. 9). These unconditional transfers are ofﬁcially known
as ‘cash subsidies’, presumably to reinforce the perception that
they are a replacement for the lost fuel and other subsidies.
4.3.3. Alaska: The permanent fund dividend
The US state of Alaska has a state-owned fund, called the
Alaska Permanent Fund, that by law receives at least 25% of oil
royalties received by the state government. Each year a dividend
from this fund is given to all those have resided in the state for at
least one calendar year. The dividend is calculated as 52.5% of the
Fund’s nominal investment income (hence not including the
share of oil royalties that has been added to the fund) averaged
over ﬁve years, divided by the number of eligible recipients.20 In
most years it has lain between US$800 and US$2000 (Fig. 2). It is
thus not really a direct distribution of oil revenues, but a cash
payment ﬁnanced by the return to an oil fund.
Since the state continues to pay royalties into the Fund, and
will for as long as oil revenues ﬂow, the dividend is a version of
the bird-in-hand policy discussed above: it is based on revenues
due to oil that has already been extracted, and gives no advance
on the value of the oil that is yet to be produced. For this reason
one would expect the Fund and the Dividend to grow over time.
The Fund has indeed been growing (Fig. 3, where data are
available only from 1995), but the Dividend has been more
volatile and the trend is less clear (Fig. 2).
It is difﬁcult to identify the impact of this policy on the
distribution of income, but the Dividend may partly explain the
fact that in 2007 Alaska had the joint second lowest poverty rate
of all the states of the US, despite having only the 19th highest per
capita personal income (Segal, 2011a).
The oil-rich Canadian province of Alberta once experimented
with a similar policy, which they called a ‘‘prosperity bonus’’,
distributing $400 as an un-taxed payment to each resident of the
province in 2006. No more payments have been made since then.
19

This poverty line is actually $2.50 in 2005 PPP$.
Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation website: see http://www.apfc.org/
home/Content/aboutFund/aboutPermFund.cfm and http://www.apfc.org/home/
Content/dividend/dividend.cfm.
20

18
Using the IMF’s World Economic Outlook estimated PPP exchange rate for
2010 of Bs2.8/PPP$.
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Fig. 2. Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend, current US$.
Source: http://www.apfc.org/home/Content/dividend/dividendamounts.cfm

Fig. 3. Alaska Permanent Fund, value in current US$bn. Note: Total liabilities and fund balances (reported as ‘‘Total liabilities, principal and earnings reserve’’ for
1995–2000).
Source: Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation, Annual Report (various years), downloaded from http://www.apfc.org/home/Content/publications/reportArchive.cfm

5. Conclusion
Citizens of resource-producing countries rightly feel that their
natural resources belong to them, and that they are entitled to
enjoy their beneﬁts. But government expenditures of resource
rents face several challenges and often fail to beneﬁt citizens to
the extent that they should. Expenditures need to be smoothed in
the face of temporary peaks and troughs in order to avoid
unsustainable booms and busts. In the longer run, it may be
appropriate to save some share of current revenues for the future,
depending on the circumstances of the country—in rapidlygrowing countries, and countries with substantial poverty, lower
saving and more expenditure in the short term is likely to be
optimal.
Governments also face the challenge of how to distribute
resource rents to the population. Fuel subsidies as a form of rent
distribution are widespread and both inefﬁcient and regressive.
Swelling the ranks of public sector employees can also be an
inefﬁcient way to spend resource rents if there is insufﬁcient
productive work for them to do.

An idea receiving growing attention, though not yet fully
implemented in any country, is the direct distribution of
resource revenues. The policy has the advantage of being nondistortionary and relatively egalitarian, and has the potential to
reduce poverty substantially in poor countries. Bolivia’s Renta
Dignidad, Alaska’s Permanent Fund Dividend and Iran’s ‘‘cash
subsidy’’ share certain characteristics with the policy. With
government resource revenues at historically high levels, owing
to both high commodity prices and the strong bargaining positions of producer countries, the imperative on governments to
spend these rents in ways that beneﬁt their whole population has
never been greater.
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